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This study carries out a statistical analysis of high-resolution PSV records for the last∼70

ka from three different regions of the Earth. We consider directional and intensity variability

in each region on time scales of 103-105 years in order to evaluate long-term PSV.

We then compare those results with more traditional long-term PSV statistical studies

averaged over ∼106 years. Three replicate PSV records from one region (subtropical

North Atlantic Ocean) were averaged at overlapping 3 and 9 ka intervals. Variability

in both scalar inclination and declination variability and vector angular dispersion are

significant and coherent among the three records. The vector dispersion is relatively low

for most of the time but contains two relatively narrow intervals (∼30–42 and 60–65

ka) of high dispersion. (Vector dispersion in all records was calculated after removing

directions with true excursional VGPs, VGPs< 45◦ N). We have carried out a comparable

statistical analysis on two other PSV records from other parts of the Earth (Chile margin;

Philippines/Indonesia). The results for these three regions are comparable in their overall

style of variability. The scalar directional variability from the Philippines/Indonesia is quite

different in detail from the other two regions, as might be expected, but the scalar

directional variability between the Western Hemisphere regions is remarkably consistent

considering their distance from one another. This may be associated with them being

on the same longitude swath and having some coherent dynamo activity occurring

along that path. Three magnetic field excursions occur in the study interval. All three

excursions are associated with the two highest vector dispersion intervals. Paleointensity

records from the three regions were subjected to the same statistical analysis as the

directions. These records are all coherent in their pattern of variability. The similarity in

paleointensity variability on a global scale is expected even though the detailed scalar

directional variability is not coherent on a global scale. The pattern of intensity variability

is strongly correlated with the pattern of vector dispersion and excursions on a global

scale—high (low) intensity is associated with low (high plus excursions) vector dispersion.

The fact that regional directional variability is always larger than “normal” during low

intensity/excursional intervals, even though the effect of true excursional directions was

removed, suggests that we need to reevaluate what field variability was like during low

intensity/excursional intervals on a global scale and how/why it was different from today’s

field (last 104 years).
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INTRODUCTION

Magnetic compass readings have been associated with the
Earth as their source since perhaps the thirteenth Century
AD; experiments by, first, Petrus Peregrinus (1269) and then
Alexander Needham (1600) put that theory on firm ground
(see historical summary in Merrill et al., 1998). The fact that
geomagnetic field measurements at the Earth’s surface have
changed over time (secular variation) was first noted by the
Chinese by the thirteenth Century AD and later by Henry
Gellibrand in Europe in 1634 (Merrill et al., 1998). We now
have a good sense of historical secular variation (HSV) of the
geomagnetic field for the last 400 years or so (e.g., Bullard et al.,
1950; Yukutake, 1967; Yukutake and Tachinaka, 1968; Bloxham
and Gubbins, 1985; Jackson et al., 2000). We also understand, to
some degree, the source of that magnetic field through dynamo
activity in the Earth’s outer core (see Merrill et al., 1998 for
overview).

Evidence for prehistoric secular variation, based on
paleomagnetic measurements, was first noted by Chevaliier
(1925) using lava flows from Mount Etna. Thellier and Thellier
(1951, 1952) measured directional paleomagnetic secular
variation (PSV) in archeological materials (baked hearths and
pottery) from Europe. The earliest directional PSV records
from sediments were derived from deep-sea sediment cores and
exposed varved lake sediments (McNish and Johnson, 1938;
Johnson et al., 1948). Thellier (1937a,b) was the first to determine
paleointensity variations in archeological materials.

The magnetic field at any one location has a mean direction
after averaging secular variation for some period of time—several
thousand years or longer. The actual amount of time necessary to
average the full range of local secular variation is still not well
established (e.g., Merrill et al., 1998). However, paleomagnetic
studies suggest that the average field direction at a locality during
stable polarity (the period between global polarity reversals)
is generally that of a dipole located at the Earth’s center and
aligned with the rotation axis; this hypothesis is termed the
geocentric axial dipole (GAD) hypothesis (see Merrill et al., 1998
for overview).

Merrill et al. (1998) noted that “the interpretation
of paleomagnetic results has always depended upon the
fundamental hypothesis that the time-averaged geomagnetic
field is that of a geocentric axial dipole.” But, a large number of
statistical PSV studies have made it clear that there are systematic
(but usually subtle) differences in local field directions from the
GAD when averaged over millions of years (e.g., Johnson and
Constable, 1996; McElhinny et al., 1996; Merrill et al., 1998;
Johnson et al., 2008) or shorter intervals (e.g., Lund et al., 1988,
2016a). The unresolved problem is what causes these non-GAD
field directions and how do they vary over time-scales less than a
million years.

This paper focuses on a new set of replicate, high-resolution
PSV records recovered from lake and deep-sea sediment
cores for intervals of 50–100,000 years that demonstrate
notable long-term variations in the statistical properties of
local field. These new statistical results are developed and
then compared with traditional results to suggest that a more

fundamental understanding of geomagnetic field variability and
the underlying dynamo source activity can be discerned from the
high-resolution PSV data.

TRADITIONAL ANALYSIS OF LONG-TERM
PSV

The normal method of long-term PSV analysis is to statistically
average a spatially regional group of lava-flow data, which are
uncorrelated in time and cover a long time interval (>105-
106 years). The expectation is that individual data points are
randomly placed in their age distribution and no two data points
are strongly serially correlated in both age and direction. These
spot averages are then compared on a global scale using spherical
harmonic analysis or latitude/longitude transects (e.g., Johnson
and Constable, 1996; McElhinny et al., 1996; Merrill et al., 1998;
Harrison, 2007; Johnson et al., 2008). In this manner 1I (the
difference between local average inclination and that expected
for the GAD), and angular dispersion of field vectors or VGPs
(Figures 1A,B, solid dots) can be determined on a global scale
(see summary in Merrill et al., 1998).

Another method of analysis is to consider long sequences of
successive PSV data points from deep-sea cores (e.g., Opdyke,
1972; Figure 2) or dated lava flows (e.g., McDougall et al., 1977)
and look for long-term variations in statistical patterns at one
site. One shortcoming is a lack of detailed age control and,
thus, a need to average over long time intervals (>105 years)
to minimize age uncertainty. Another shortcoming is the lack
of certainty about the PSV variability itself. In sediments, that
is due to low sedimentation rates (such as the data in Figure 2)
and sediment averaging that preclude detailed PSV. In the case of
lava flow sequences, unknown data intervals between successive
flows preclude detailed PSV. In both cases, statistical studies
are carried out over long intervals (>105 years) to be sure that
enough recorded PSV is averaged.

The key element in all of these studies is that there is not
strong evidence for detailed directional field variability as is
common in studies of historical secular variation or Holocene
PSV (e.g., Creer et al., 1983; Lund, 1996). The resolution of such
studies is typically a million years or longer. Also, there is only
limited ability to assess paleointensity variability associated with
the vector variability.

NEW LONG PSV TIME SERIES

There are now sufficient, published full-vector PSV time-series
(inclination, declination, paleointensity) for the last glacial cycle
(0–71 ka) from deep-sea and lake sediment sequences to begin
to assess long-term PSV on a global scale using high-resolution,
serially-correlated data. Appendix 1 summarizes the criteria we
use to distinguish what constitutes high-resolution PSV records.
Figure 3 shows the locations of long PSV records from 6
different regions (A–F). All of these PSV records come from
paleomagnetic studies of deep-sea or lake sediment sequences.
There are replicate PSV records within each of these regions with
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FIGURE 1 | A summary of published Long-term (∼106 years) averaged 1I

(A) and VGP (B) angular dispersion and selected more recent (∼103 years)

results. The data come from a mixture of lava-flow and sediment studies.

Long-term averages are indicated by solid dots. ∼3 and 10–20 ka averages

(all latest Quaternary in age) are indicated by open circles and squares

respectively. Smooth curves estimate the general pattern of variability for each

average vs. latitude. VGP data from all studies flip Southern Hemisphere data

to the Northern Hemisphere for averaging. Gray diamonds indicate statistical

averages for our studied PSV data sets (Table 1) (modified from Merrill et al.,

1998; Lund et al., 2016a).

good-quality age control, to permit correlation and analysis of
directional-waveform and relative-paleointensity variability.

Region A (Bering Sea/Gulf of Alaska) contains multiple long
PSV records from IODP Sites U1343-1345 from the Bering Sea
(Takahashi et al., 2011; Lund et al., 2016b) and U1418-1419
from the Gulf of Alaska (Jaeger et al., 2014). Region B (SW

USA) contains records from Mono Lake, California (Lund et al.,
1988), Pyramid Lake, Nevada (Lund et al., 2017a), and Summer
Lake, Oregon (Negrini et al., 2000; Zic et al., 2002). Region C
(subtropical North Atlantic Ocean) contains records from the
Bermuda Rise (89-9P, ODP Site 1062) (Keigwin et al., 1998;
Schwartz et al., 1998; Lund S. et al., 2001; Lund S.P. et al., 2001)
and the Blake-Bahama Outer Ridge (88-10P, JPC-14, ODP Sites
1060, 1061) (Keigwin et al., 1998; Schwartz et al., 1998; Lund
S. et al., 2001; Lund S.P. et al., 2001). Region D (equatorial
west Atlantic Ocean) contains records from the Demerara Rise
(9GGC, 25GGC, CDH11, CDH14) (Huang et al., 2014; Lund
et al., 2017b) and the Amazon Fan (CDH83, CDH86) (Nace
et al., 2014). Region E (SE Pacific Ocean/Chile Margin) contains
records from ODP Sites 1233 and 1234 (Mix et al., 2003; Lund
et al., 2007). Region F (Philippines/Indonesia) contains records
from MD97-2134 (Blanchet et al., 2006; Lund et al., 2018) and
MD98-2181 (Stott et al., 2002; Lund et al., 2018).

This paper will consider, in detail, the statistical pattern of
directional field variability from three Region C PSV records
and compare it to individual PSV records from Regions
E and F. Paleointensity variability will also be compared
with all the records from these three regions. Figures 4, 5

show the inclination and declination variability for three
PSV records from Region C (subtropical North Atlantic
Ocean) over the last 70 ka. These three records span a
distance of ∼1,500 km and all contain individual inclination
and declination records that display good serial correlation.
The individual inclination and declination features can be
correlated among these three records over the entire time
interval.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF LONG-TERM
DIRECTIONAL PSV TIME SERIES

Holocene PSV records from around the world suggest that
PSV is largely a centennial-millennial scale process with longer-
term trends. The traditional long-term PSV studies averaged
uncorrelated directional data over ∼106 years time scales or
longer. Well-dated high-resolution PSV time series permit
statistical analysis over significantly shorter time intervals. The
argument is that the dynamo process in the Earth’s outer core
that generates the geomagnetic field is operating on much
shorter (∼102-104 years) time scales and, if we want to properly
understand the space/time pattern of dynamo activity there is
merit in considering statistical averages at those shorter time
scales.

There is no magical time scale over which to average the field
to study dynamo activity, but previous PSV studies suggest that
simple PSV directional features or waveforms (e.g., Lund, 2007)
that define the pattern of PSV variability between successive
extremes in inclination or declination (Figures 4, 5) operate
on time scales of ∼0.7–1.5 ka (e.g., summaries of regional
PSV studies in Creer et al., 1983) and repeating patterns of
more complex directional waveforms have been noted by Lund
et al. (1988) and Lund (1996) with repeating time intervals
of 2.5–3.5 ka. On that basis, we have started by averaging
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FIGURE 2 | Deep-sea sediment paleomagnetic record from the subtropical Pacific Ocean. The core contains a complete record of PSV for the Brunhes Epoch (last

780 ka) and an average inclination close to axial dipole expectation. This record is a low-resolution (∼2 cm/kyr sediment accumulation rate) that does not resolve

high-resolution PSV features. But, it does describe the overall near GAD pattern of field during the current Brunhes normal chron and is representative of the available

long-term sediment PSV records before the advent of more high-resolution sediment PSV studies such as we present here. Modified from Opdyke (1972).

FIGURE 3 | Map of high-resolution long-term PSV time series. There are replicate well-dated PSV records in each region. Five of the regions fall within one general

longitude domain (∼200–320◦) indicated by the gray bar. This paper discusses long-term PSV over the last glacial cycle (0–71 ka) in regions C, E, and F. See text for

more detailed information.

the three Region C PSV records at 3 ka intervals with 1.5-
ka overlap between successive averages. We have averaged
scalar inclination, declination, vector direction, and angular
dispersion of directions. The vector dispersions were calculated
after removing directions that have excursional VGPs (VGP
latitudes less than 45◦ N; see Merrill et al., 1998; Johnson et al.,
2008 for more detailed discussion). The results of this analysis
are plotted in Figure 6 (open circles). The vector inclination

variability is not significantly different from the scalar inclination
variability plotted in Figure 6. We then carried out a second
round of statistical averaging over a longer time average −9 ka
with a 4.5 ka overlap between successive averages. Those results
are also shown in Figure 6 (closed circles).

Both the 3 and 9 ka averages show a strong serial correlation
between successive values. This suggests that a shorter averaging
interval is not needed to begin to see the temporal range of PSV
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FIGURE 4 | Region C inclinations. The inclination variability of three Region C PSV records are plotted. Forty replicate inclination maxima/minima are identified.

Selected Dansgaard/Oeschger (D/O) Cycles are noted for chronologic control. Gray zones document two particular D/O cycles (8, 14) that are longer in duration.

FIGURE 5 | Region C declinations. The declination variability of three Region C PSV records are plotted. Forty replicate inclination maxima/minima are identified.

Selected Dansgaard/Oeschger (D/O) Cycles are noted for chronologic control. Gray zones document two particular D/O cycles (8, 14) that are longer in duration.
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FIGURE 6 | Region C long-term PSV statistics. The three Region C long-term PSV time series in Figures 4, 5 were averaged in 3 ka (open circles) and 9 ka (closed

circles) intervals. The statistical parameters averaged in each panel are average scalar inclination (top), average scalar declination (middle), and total vector dispersion

(bottom). Correlatable average inclination and declination variability is labeled (A–J) in each panel. Notable high vector-dispersion intervals are indicated by horizontal

closed bars. Times of known global magnetic field excursions are indicated by vertical dashed lines.

variability. The 9 ka averages always havemaximum orminimum
values synchronous with 3 ka averages. This suggests that there is
significant dynamical variability in the range of∼3–9 ka. Even so,
there is also clear evidence for a long,>60 ka, trend in inclination
that is indicated by a dashed line in Figure 6. Older PSV records
from these sites (Keigwin et al., 1998) show that the average
inclinations of the three records (∼45◦) are not significantly
different from the long-term inclination averages at these sites for
the entire Brunhes Epoch, so this trend does disappear in longer
time intervals.

The range of directional variability in 3 ka averages is
dramatic. Individual 3 ka intervals may have inclination and
declination averages as much as 30◦ different from other
intervals. The 9 ka variability still sees individual intervals with
inclination and declination averages as much as 20◦ different
from other intervals. These values are consistent with the
differences noted at mid Northerly latitudes around the world in
historical maps of spatial inclination and declination variability
(e.g., Merrill et al., 1998). Thus, the 3 and 9 ka statistical
variability may simply reflect the overall spatial/temporal
dynamics of dynamo activity. The detailed pattern of scalar
inclination and declination variability is also consistent among
the three records as indicated by inclination features A–I and
declination features A–J noted in Figure 6. As noted in other
studies (Lund, 1996, 2007), it makes sense that the dynamical
variability seen in Figure 6 should be consistent among these
three PSV records that are located less than a few thousand km
apart in Region C.

The vector statistical variability that results from this study
is similar in pattern to the scalar variability and more directly

comparable to long-term PSV studies noted above. The pattern
of scalar inclination variability is not significantly different from
the pattern of vector inclination variability. Thus, one could think
of the varying inclination averages as varying 1I anomalies (site
inclination minus site axial dipole expectation, Figure 1). It is
clear that the 1I anomaly can vary by as much as 20◦ over ∼9
ka intervals. The directional angular dispersion can also vary by
almost a factor of two, with most time spent in relatively low
dispersion,∼10◦–12◦.

These values can be compared with the overall (∼105 years)
statistical averages of the entire three time series. The results are
summarized in Table 1 and plotted in Figure 1. The ∼105 years
length of these PSV records produce long-term statistical results
that are generally comparable to the traditional long-term (∼106)
PSV results. Our results suggest, however, that these long-term
averages smear out the variability at 103-104 years that probably
reflects dynamo activity.

We can also compare the statistical results from Region C with
similar results for Regions E and F (Figure 3). We have carried
out a comparable statistical analysis on MD98-2181 from Region
F and ODP Site 1233 from Region E. The results are shown in
Figure 7. The PSV data for these records have been previously
published and compared with other records from the same region
(Region E: Mix et al., 2003; Lund et al., 2007) (Region F: Stott
et al., 2002; Blanchet et al., 2006; Lund et al., 2017a) to verify the
PSV pattern and chronology.

All three regions display an overall sense of directional
variability comparable to that of Region C. It is interesting to
note, however, that the detailed pattern of scalar inclination and
declination variability is very similar between Regions C and
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TABLE 1 | Long-term statistics of selected PSV time series.

Site Data Length Scalar Scalar Vector Vector VGP

Time Series Lat. Pts. Yrs. Inc. Dec. Inc. 1I Disp. Disp.

REGION C (SUBTROPICAL NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN)

88−10P 29.6◦ 738 96 ka 45.8◦ 0.0◦ 46.5◦ −2.1 12.7◦ 13.2◦

JPC14 28.5◦ 1,748 63 ka 44.9◦ 0.0◦ 46.0◦ −0.6 20.3◦ 13.5◦

88−9P 33.7◦ 717 60 ka 46.2◦ −0.6◦ 47.2◦ −5.9 13.1◦ 14.0◦

REGION F (PHILIPPINES/INDONESIA)

MD81 6.5◦ 2,348 50 ka 4.1◦ 3.6◦ 4.4◦ −8.2 10.0◦ 11.5◦

REGION E (CHILE MARGIN)

1233 −41.0◦ 1,985 56 ka −54.0◦ −4.5◦ −56.0◦ −2.9 16.2◦ 12.1◦

FIGURE 7 | Comparison of PSV statistics among Regions C, E, and F. See Figure 6 caption for more details.

Region E, as noted by inclination features A–I and declination
features A–J (Figure 7). Both regions also note the same long-
term trend in inclination (dashed trend lines in Figure 7).
However, the variability in Region F is quite different in its
detailed pattern from the other two regions. One possible
explanation for this is that Regions C and E are along the same
longitude swath (Figure 3) that aligns with the historical location
of the North American high-altitude flux lobe (Bloxham and
Gubbins, 1985). If that flux lobe is evidence of an outer-core wide
pattern of dynamo activity (e.g., convection roll; Gubbins and
Bloxham, 1987) along this longitude swath, then it may be that
our scalar directional variability in Regions C and E are part of
a coherent regional dynamo pattern. The variability in Region
F, located along a very different longitude swath, could then
be associated with a different longitudinally-controlled dynamo
pattern.

We can also evaluate the vector dispersions (or, in principle,
the VGP dispersions) associated with each PSV record.

Figures 6, 7 show that there are two intervals of enhanced vector
dispersion in the last 70 ka—∼30–42 and ∼60–65 ka (black
horizontal bars in Figures 6, 7). This pattern is the same in all
three studied regions. The pattern does not go hand-in-hand with
the scalar patterns of inclination and declination variability. Also,
it appears that the general “level” of vector dispersion, estimated
by horizontal lines in Figures 6, 7, is quite a bit lower in each
record than the two, relatively narrow, intervals of enhanced
vector dispersion. Also, the general “level” of vector dispersion is
significantly lower than the long-term average vector dispersion
for each record noted in Table 1. It seems that this lower level
of vector dispersion may be the more proper parameter for
considering the “level” of dynamo activity in a region over
time. The higher long-term averaged dispersion (Table 1) is then
associated with the average of two different “states” of the local
dynamo activity—one that is lower in dispersion and operates for
most of the time and a second “state” that is higher in dispersion,
but operates only for a more limited portion of the time.
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FIGURE 8 | Paleointensity variability in Region C. The paleointensity variability of three Region C PSV records are plotted. Fifty two replicate paleointensity

maxima/minima are identified. Selected Dansgaard/Oeschger (D/O) Cycles are noted for chronologic control. Gray zones document two particular D/O cycles (8, 14)

that are longer in duration.

RELATIONSHIP OF LONG-TERM
DIRECTIONAL PSV TO EXCURSIONS

There are three excursions reported repeatedly during the
last glacial cycle: the Mono Lake Excursion (34 ka; Liddicoat
and Coe, 1979), the Laschamp Excursion (41 ka; Bonhommet
and Babkine, 1967; Bonhommet and Zahringer, 1969) and an
unnamed excursion in Stage 4 (61 ka; Nowaczyk and Baumann,
1992; Nowaczyk et al., 1994). The excursion times are shown as
vertical dotted lines in Figures 6, 7, 9–11. These excursions are all
associated with intervals of notably higher field vector dispersion
(Figures 6, 7) and low paleointensity (Figures 9–11).

The higher vector dispersion, in each case, occurs even
though the actual excursional field directions in all-time series
were deleted from the statistical analyses using a 45◦ latitude
cutoff for VGPs (e.g., Johnson et al., 2008). This suggests that
field variability surrounding excursions is routinely more high-
amplitude even when individual directions are not excursional.
The evidence is not certain, however, that higher amplitude
dispersion really precedes excursion intervals, an observation
previously noted for the Mono Lake Excursion (Liddicoat
and Coe, 1979; Lund et al., 1988). Regions C, E, and F
share the relationship of higher amplitude dispersion associated
with excursions even though the overall pattern of directional
variability in Region F is significantly different from the other two
regions. One possibility is that the low paleointensity associated
with all the excursional intervals is the driving force in causing
higher amplitude dispersions and as well as localized excursions
in selected regions.

There is no indication that directional statistical parameters
in Regions C, E, or F behave in an anomalous manner before
excursional intervals. This might indicate that there are no
distinctive changes in the local dynamo convection process
before excursions. Rather, it may be that the common factor is
the diminished field intensity.

RELATIONSHIP OF LONG-TERM
DIRECTIONAL PSV TO PALEOINTENSITY

Figure 8 shows the relative paleointensity variability of the three
Region C PSV records. There is a strong sense of centennial-
to millennial-scale variability in these records that is coherent
among them. They have 47 features in common between 15
and 60 ka. The directional and paleointensity spectra of these
three PSV records are summarized in Lund (2007). Furthermore,
Figure 9 shows the relative paleointensity variability between
Regions C, E, and F. There appears to be a similar coherent
pattern of variability among all three regions on at least a
millennial scale. This is consistent with other estimates that
paleointensity is a coherent process on a global scale (e.g.,
Channell et al., 2009).

The Regions C, E, and F paleointensity records in Figure 9

have been averaged in 3- and 9-ka intervals just like the
directional records in Figures 6, 7. The results are shown in
Figure 10. As expected, all three regions share a common pattern
of paleointensity variability during the last glacial cycle. These
three high-resolution paleointensity records can be compared
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FIGURE 9 | A comparison of paleointensity variability among regions C, E,

and F. Selected intensity features noted in Figure 8 are correlated to the other

two regions. Vertical lines indicate where the Mono Lake, Laschamp, and

Stage-4 excursions occur.

with the PISO-1500 compilation of Channell et al. (2009) in
Figure 11, based on 13 stacked paleointensity records from
around the World (average sediment accumulation rate of
11 cm/kyr). The 3–9 ka averaged results from Figure 10 are
consistent with the stacked PISO-1500 records (labeled features
2–9 in Figures 10, 11).

There is a general sense in the paleomagnetic community
(e.g., Merrill et al., 1998) that local directional field variability
is inversely proportional to field intensity with low intensity
associated with larger field variability and excursions. The three
regions in Figure 10 do show low paleointensity during the
three excursion intervals (dashed lines) with anomalously high
directional dispersion (Figures 6, 7). Similarly, low directional
dispersions in all three regions are clearly associated with
high intensity intervals around 18 and 48 ka. This does
suggest, that regional vector and paleointensity variability are

FIGURE 10 | A comparison of average paleointensity in 3 and 9 ka intervals

for Regions C, E, and F. Correlatable paleointensity features are numbered

2–9. Vertical lines indicate where the Mono Lake, Laschamp, and Stage-4

excursions occur.

inversely correlated globally even though regional inclination
and declination variability (noted above) are not. Correlation of
inclination and paleointensity variability at three IODP sites In
the Bering Sea (Lund et al., 2017b) for the entire Brunhes Epoch
(last 780 ka) corroborate this pattern.

DISCUSSION

Traditional long-term PSV studies provide a sense of averaged
field characteristics on a global scale (SHA or latitude/longitude
transects) with averaging over ∼106 years. This study estimates
averaged field characteristics within limited regions on timescales
of 103-104 years. The question is how do these estimates compare
and what might we conclude about dynamo activity from their
differences?

The PSV data from Region C (subtropical Atlantic Ocean)
show strong directional variability on time scales of 103-104

years. The scalar inclinations and declinations display ∼30◦
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FIGURE 11 | PISO-1500 record of global-averaged paleointensity for the last

80 ka with associated oxygen-isotope stratigraphy for chronostratigraphic

control (from Channell et al., 2009).

variations over 3-ka averaging and ∼15◦ variations over 9-
ka averaging. The source of that variability must be dynamo
activity, with most coming from dynamo activity directly below
Region C in the outer core. The fact that all three PSV records
in Region C show the same statistical pattern of long-term
averaged field suggests that a similar degree of spatial coherence
in dynamo activity operates in the outer core. The 9-ka averages
are comparable to averaging, at any locality, the entire Holocene
variability noted in many recent SHA studies (e.g., Constable
et al., 2016). This indicates that the Holocene is not sufficient
to characterize the entire space/time pattern of dynamo activity.
It also suggests that there is significant regional-scale dynamo
activity operating on a 104 years scale (as suggested by Lund
et al., 1988). It may be that such PSV analyses may provide a
new perspective on the actual space/time pattern of fluid flow and
magnetic-flux regeneration that occurs regionally in the outer
core.

The PSV data from Regions E and F corroborate the overall
style of long-term directional field variability noted in Region C.
It is likely that these three regions, together, reflect the overall
long-term style of directional variability expected in any region
on a global scale over 103-104 years (e.g., Creer et al., 1983;
Merrill et al., 1998; Lund, 2007). The detailed pattern of long-
term directional variability for Regions C and E is consistent
between them, but neither is consistent with Region F. Previous
studies have suggested that directional variability in different
regions should be different (e.g., Creer et al., 1983; Lund, 2007).
So, the fact the Region F is different from Region C or Region
E should not be a surprise. The surprise is that Regions C and
E appear to be similar. One explanation for that is that the

regional-scale dynamo activity is correlated between those two
regions in the outer core. Some previous conceptual models
of dynamo activity have focused on “convection rolls” as one
source for dynamo activity; these convection rolls might operate
in longitudinally-constrained swaths of the outer core between
northern hemisphere and southern hemisphere high-latitude flux
lobes (Bloxham and Gubbins, 1985). Regions C, D (work in
progress), and E might all be associated with such a zone of
coherent dynamo activity.

The long-term variability in field-vector dispersion is
comparable in all three studied regions, even though the details of
directional PSV are different in each region (or at least in Region
F vs. Regions C and E). The long-term, 105 years average, vector
dispersion for each region (Table 1) is comparable to 106 years
averages (Figure 2), as well. But, the overall pattern of vector
dispersion in each region is characterized by significantly lower
vector dispersions for ∼75% of the time and significantly high
vector dispersion for ∼25% of the time. This suggests that the
vector dispersion on 103-104 years time scales is much<106 years
averages predict. This has been noted before (e.g., Lund, 1985;
Lund et al., 2017b). It suggests that dynamo activity operates with
a lower range of variability for most time, but is punctuated by
shorter times of higher variability.

Long-term intensity variability on 103-104 years timescales is
largely synchronous in all studied regions. This has been noted
previously in global studies of paleointensity (e.g., Channell
et al., 2009). The intervals of lowest intensity (features 6 and
7′/8 in Figure 10) occur at times of largest vector dispersion
noted above. This relationship of higher (lower) directional field
variability associated with low (high) paleointensity has been
noted in other paleomagnetic studies (e.g., Merrill et al., 1998;
Lund et al., 2016b). This indicates that vector and intensity
variability are global in their pattern even though the details
in style of vector variability differ from region to region. This
suggests some kind of “connectedness” in the energy content
of dynamo activity on a global scale, even though the detailed
pattern of dynamo activity may be different from region to
region. One speculation is that fluid-flow and flux-regeneration
in each region generates toroidal field that connects regions
and gives a coherence to the overall energy state of the core
dynamo, but region-specific aspects of the fluid-flow and flux
regeneration creates poloidal field that is largely region-specific
and uncorrelated on a global scale.

The lowest intensity intervals with largest vector dispersion
are also times of magnetic field excursions. True excursional
directions do not always occur in all of our studied regions.
But, enhanced vector dispersion does occur in all excursion
intervals. (Remember, the vector dispersions were calculated
after all true excursional directions with VGP latitudes <45◦

N were removed.) This suggests that directional excursions are
a characteristic of low intensity intervals. It appears that high
vector dispersion is also a characteristic of low intensity intervals.
As such, it seems that low intensity is the fundamental feature
and driving force (?) for excursions and high vector dispersions.
In as much as low vector dispersion dominated for ∼75% of our
study interval (last ∼70 ka), it may be that one can argue the
field operates in a normal mode for most time and a separate,
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distinctive low-intensity (excursional) mode for a smaller portion
of time. The low-intensity state may intrinsically yield a more
complicated fluid-flow and flux regeneration pattern than high-
intensity intervals. This may produce even smaller regional-scale
variability in both directions and intensity.

CONCLUSIONS

This study carried out a statistical analysis of high-resolution PSV
records for the last ∼70 ka from three different regions of the
Earth. We consider directional and intensity variability in each
region on time scales of 103-105 years in order to evaluate long-
term PSV. We then compare those results with more traditional
long-term PSV statistical studies averaged over∼106 years.

Three replicate PSV records from one region (C, subtropical
North Atlantic Ocean) were averaged at overlapping 3 and 9 ka
intervals. Variability in both scalar inclination and declination
variability and vector angular dispersion are significant and
coherent among the three records. The vector dispersion is
relatively low for most of the time but contains two relatively
narrow intervals (∼25–45 and 60–65 ka) of high dispersion.
(Vector dispersion in all records was calculated after removing
directions with true excursional VGPs, VGPs < 45◦ N).

We have carried out a comparable statistical analysis on two
other PSV records from other parts of the Earth (Region E, Chile
margin; Region F, Philippines/Indonesia). The results for these
two records are comparable to Region C in their overall style
of variability. The scalar directional variability from Region F
is quite different in detail from those of Regions C and E, as
might be expected, but the scalar directional variability between
is Regions C and E is remarkably consistent considering their
distance from one another. This may be associated with them

being on the same longitude swath and having some coherent
dynamo activity occurring along that path.

There is evidence for three magnetic field excursions in the
studied interval—Mono Lake Excursion (∼34 ka), Laschamp
Excursion (∼42 ka), and an unnamed excursion in OIS Stage 4
(∼61 ka). These three excursions all occur in the lowest intensity
intervals and highest vector dispersion intervals in all three
regions. It seems likely that low intensity intervals in dynamo
activity are distinctly correlated with enhanced vector dispersion
and occurrence of excursions around the World.

Three paleointensity records from Region C were subjected
to the same statistical analysis as the directions. These
records are also coherent in their pattern of variability. We
also carried out a statistical analysis on the paleointensity
records from Regions E and F. They also displayed the same
pattern and coherence in variability that is noted in Region
C. That similarity in paleointensity variability on a global
scale is expected even though the detailed scalar directional
variability is not coherent on a global scale. The pattern of
intensity variability is strongly correlated with the pattern of
vector dispersion on a global scale—high (low) intensity is
associated with low (high) vector dispersion. The excursions
all occur in intervals of the lowest paleointensity in all
regions.
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APPENDIX 1

Data quality required for high-resolution, long-term PSV studies
of sediment sequences.
Minimum requirements:

1) Average sediment accumulation rates of >∼20 cm/key.
2) inclination and declination waveform variability in individual

records (good serial correlation between successive directional
measurements).

3) replicate waveform variability (both inclination and
declination) at local site (or at least <4,000 km region).

4) good quality age control at site (C14, oxygen isotopes) or
through PSV correlations to other well-dated sites.

5) Overall correlation among replicate records of inclination and
declination with consistent phase relationship between both
parameters.

Preferred additional requirements:

6) paleointensity variability on same scale as directional
variability in individual records.

7) replicate paleointensity variability at local site (or at least
<4,000 km region).

8) Overall correlation among replicate records of inclination,
declination, and paleointensity with consistent phase
relationship among the three scalar parameters.
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